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1. Introductiou 

This paper .deals with the theory of ela8ticity of structures bouuded by 
two parallel planes (slabs, disc:;;). hereafter referred to as plates. The theory of 
elasticity generally deals with ,-uch structures on the ba;;is of the follo·wing 
simplifying assumptions [1], [2]: 

a) Points located, prim' to deformation, on line" perpendicular to the 
middle plane of the plate. ,\illlie even after deformation Oil line" at right angle 
to the deformed middle plane: 

b) Normal stresses generated Oil planes parallel to the middle plane may 
be disconsidered in relation to stresses arising on cross-sectional planes; 

c) The middle plane of the plate deforms under load to a developable 
surface, or to a surface differing but little from such one. 

In the folIo'wing the problem of plates of uniform thickness. with plane 
middle surface, ,\ill be treated "ithout the above-mentioned conventional 
simplificating suppositiom of applied elasticity. The basis of treatment ,\ill 
be a system of particular solutions of the ba:;:ic equations of the theory of elas
ticity, elaborated by the author [3]. 

2. The problem to he solved 

F or the investigations a rectangular co-ordinate system 0 (x, ~,., :::) is med 
whose plane xy coincides ,dth the middle surface of the plate. Boundary planes 
of the plate parallel tu plane xy are called faces, boundary surfaces perpendicular 
to the former are called edge surfaces of the plate. Thickness of the plate is 
denoted by symbol 2t. 

It is supposed that only distributed loach are acting on the plate. Unit 
values of the loading forces referred to faces of the plate are described by load 
components of direction x,)" :::. Load components of direction x, y, ;:;; acting on 
face::: = + t are denoted by symbols px, PY' pz, and these are taken as positive 
if their directions coincide ,\ith the positive direction8 of the axes. Axially 
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directed components of loads distributed on face z = - t are denoted with 
symbols qx, qy, q:. The latter are regarded as positive if their sense is opposite 
to the positive directions of the axes. 

The aim is to determine the system of stresses generated by the load system 
acting on the plate. In the course of this procedure the follo'~ing conditions 
are to be observed on the faces of the plate 

a: (x,y, t) = p: (x,y), a: (x,y,-t) = q: (x,y) , (1) 

"Czx (x, y, t) = px (x, y) , (2) 

':y (x. y, t) = py (x,y) , "Czy(x,y, - t) = qy(x,y). (3) 

On the edge surface of the plate very variable initial conditions are possible 
and therefore no closer stipulations are made here in relation to the latter. 
The method to be presented, however, yields no possibility of satisfying 
any initial conditions relative to the edge face. 

3. A system of particular solntion of the hasic equations of the theory of elasticity 

For the solution of the problem, a system of particular solutions of the 
basic equations of the theory of elasticity, elaborated by the author [3], 
is used, according to which 

if namely 

_ 8 Sa 8 Sb 
I:=m-----
- 8x 8x' 

8 Sa 8 S 
1)=m-----. 

8y 8J:' 

_ 8 Sa ) 8 Sb (" = m -- - (2 m-I --, 
8z 8z 

-'-co 

Sa = ~ (- l)j j Fzj(x,y) . HZj(z) , 

(4) 

(5) 
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In the above formulae ;, r;, ~, are displacements of direction x, y, z 
of points of the plate, m is Poisson's ratio, F and H are functions, be
tween which the following relations subsist: 

(6) 

(7) 

The series figuring in the formulae must be convergent, so as to meet the follow
ing condition: either of the first two partial derivatives of the series can be 
produced by differentiating member by member. 

The above system of displacements may be 'written -with some simp
lification thus: 

2* 

";'OC • a Fo' ; = ""V (- 1)1 Um - I) __ -1 H 2j , 
~ ax 

-'-oo a 
'i7 = ~ (-l)j(jm -I) H 2j , 

ay 
(8) 

The stress system corresponding to this system of displacements is 

(9) 

Txy = 2G 

+'" . a Fo' 
T:x = 2 Gm """ (_1)1 (j - I) __ -1 H 2j - 1 • 

..:::.,; ax 
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Formulae of stress components uy and Toy are not \VTitten here and , .. ill 
not be written later either, becanse these can be produced immediately from 
formulae Ux and Tox by interchanging the role of symbols x and y. 

4. Four characteristic groups of functions H 

Before embarking upon the solution of the problem proper, four charac
teristic groups of functions have to be learned. Characteristic data of these four 
cases are: 

Case I. 
U o (x. J. -: t) = - uo(x,y. - t), 

T:x (x. J. == t) = 0, 

Case n. 
uz(x,y, + t) = uz(x.J, - t), 

Tox (x, J, t) = 0, 

Tyo(X,y,.l.. t) = 0; 

Case Ill. (10) 

Uz (x, y, ± t) = O. 

T:x (x, y, t) = - Tox (x, y. - t) , 

Ty:(X,J, t) = - Ty: (x, y, - t) ; 

Case IV. 

u: (x, y, I.) = 0, 

Tox (x, y, + t) = Tox (x, y, - t) , 

Ty: (x.y, t) = Tyo (x,y, - t). 

With the proper designation of the H functions figuring in formulae (8) 
it can be easily attained that the ~, rI], ~ system of displacements results on 
faces :: = : t in the stress system corresponding to the cases stress I, 11, 
III and IV. For this the H functions are to be aEsumed as follows: 



Case I. 

Case 11. 

Case III. 
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HI = 1, 

z 
H z = . 

I! . 

_3 

H - '" 
4 - 3! 

Z4 t2 

H-=--
o 4! 2 

Ho= 1, 

H2 
z2 (2-

2 ! 6 

H3= 
z3 /2 

3! 6 

H .. = 
z4 12 

41 6 
_5 t2 

H. = .. :'- --o ~, 6 Zl • 

~ 

I! 

z2 

2! 

:;3 

3! 

Z2 5 t4 

2! i 24 

I t4 

360 

7/4 

360 
~ 

1 ! 
.............................. , 

Ho=O, 

HI =0, 

H 2 = 1, 

H3=~' I! . 

H4 
.:;2 

-

2 ! 
z3 

t2 

2 

/2 
H5 - --- ---

3 ! 2 1 ! 
Z2 5 t4 

-+--
2! 24 
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(11) 

(12) 

(1 3 
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Case IV. 

Ho =0, 

.:;2 (2 

H3= 
2! 6 

H-1 
:::3 t2 .:; 

- -
(14) 

3 ! 6 l! 

Ho 
.:;4 t2 .=2 

t 
7 t4 

- --
41 6 2! 360 

H6 
:;5 t2 .:;3 7 (,4 .:; 

--- --, 6 3! 360 1 ! ;) . 

In the H functions (11), (13) and (12), (14), respectively, the coefficients 
are in easily recognizable relation to coefficients figuring in the power series 

1 [2 5 (4 
=1---·-;-

ch t 2 24 

and 

( (!. 7 [4. 

-=1-
sh t 6 360 

5. Plates loaded on their faces 

Let plates loaded on their faces be dealt 'vith first. In this case one eigen
function of the differential equation 

82 <P (x,y) 

8 x 2 

I 
I 

82 <P (x, y) + ;.2 <P (x, y) = 0 : 1,2 = const (15) 
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vanishing at the edge line is chosen for function Fo. For the sake of brevity, 
the eigenfunction in question is denoted by s)'111bol cJ>, the eigenvalue pertaining 
to it by symbol t.2 • In this case, considering (6), 

(16) 

........... , 

For functions F -2, F _~, F -6' ... no nearer data are given. 
The next step is to investigate what shape the formulae of displace

ment functions (4) will assume if for functions F values (16) and for func
tions H, in the same order, values (11) - (14) are substituted therein. In 
the course of these investigations some endless series , .... m be regrouped ,,,ith 
omission of the examination of the necessary convergence, and also other 
transformations will be made on the series. Therefore it will have to be 
ascertained whether or not the displacement functions obtained as the results 
of calculation satisfy the basic equations of the theory of elasticity. 

Calculations are executed 8eperately for the four special cases men
tioned in the previous chapter. 

Case I. The value;; of S Q figuring in formulae (4) is determined in the first 
place. For this the values of (11) and (16) are to be substituted into formula 
(5). Thus ,~ith notations 

(17) 

the follo'''ing formula is obtained: 

[ ( 
Z2 T2 . 

Sa = t. rp Z 1 + 2 ,3! - 21 
+ 3( Z4 

T2 Z2 ~ T~) + -;)-- + 
,5 ! 2 3! 24 

. Z6 T2 Z4 5 T4 Z2 _~~)-L J +4( --+-- J ••• 
~, 2 '" , 24 3! 720 i: ;) . 
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By re-grouping members of this series the following series may be produced: 

, [1' T2 Sa = ). <P Z -, 11 - 2 --
I! \ 2 

;) T4 61 T6 
3 - 4 

24 720 
... ) 

Z2 ' T2 - T4 I ') _ 3 --L 4 _Cl __ 

3! \ 2' 24 
............. )+ 

..................... ')+ Z4 " 7'2 , (3 ,--+- -4-
- 1 ') ;). \ .-

Z6\ 71(4- ............................. / . ··1 . 
Bv !3ubstituting the known formulae of development into series ~ 

Sa = }.<pZ [_1 (~ _? sh ~'.) 
2 I! (h r ch2 T 

Z2 .. 4 Tsh T' 
3! l~hT - ch2 T ) + 
Z4 .. 6 T sh T) 
51 ( ch T - ch2 T + 
Z6 (. 8 T ~h T \ -L ______ ~ __ 

I 7! ch T ch2 T 

or bv re-grouping of members, the formula 

Sa = 
1 
(~~ 

4Z3 6Z5 8Z7 

., ,')-
Z 3 ! - 1 ." 

Cl • I: 

TshT 1 'Z Z3 Z5 Z7 

.. ·IJ -Z-( 11 
I .. --- ,--

ch2 T 3 ! - 1 -, Cl • { . 

l5 obtained. Instead of this formula ,,·ith reference to the known formulae of 
development into series the formula 

c _ }.<p 
Dn -

2 
1 d T sh T 1 . - (Z 5hZ) - --- 5hZ 

ch T dZ ch2 T 

and bv further transformation of the formula, we obtain 

Sa =-~ (ch. T . shZ + Z ch T . chZ - T sh T, sh Z), (18) 
2 (h2 T 
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A similar method may be applied in the case of So figuring in formulae (4). 
On this occasion by substituting values of (11), (16) and (17) into formula (5) 
of expression So it is found that 

or 

Hence 

S· = i, ifJ Z 1 , -- - _ l--L l (Z2 rz 
o ,3! 2 I I 

, Z4 T2 Z2 
\51---2'3! 

-;- r' Z6 _ T2 
7! 2 

Z4 5T-1 
-----
5! 24 

Z2 61 TB -- _ '1 . - - ---) -;- ... 
31 720 , . 

. [Z T2 5TJ, 6ITS 
S = I. ifJ l! P - 2 ---;- 24 - 720-- -;- ... ) -;-

Z3 ' T2, 5 P -
--;'1 (1 - ry --;- --;;----4 -............) 
J. _ ~ ~ 

Z5 - T2 . 
--L-(I-----L )---L I ~, ')' •••••••••••••••••••• I 

;). ' ~ 

Z7 j 71'( 1- ......................... ) + ... . 

i. ifJ 
So = . 2 ch T· shZ. 

2ch2 T 
(19) 

With knowledge of (18) and (19), instead of formulae (4) of the dis
placement function", the following formulae may be ,uitten 

8ifJ(m 2 ~ = a I ---ch T· 8hZ +ZchT· (hZ - Tsh T.shZ),' 
8x m 

8ifJ('mm2 .) 17=aI chT.shZ+ZchT.chZ-TshT."hZ., 
8y 

(20) 

2 -2m 
i, ifJ I ch T . chZ 

, m 
Z ch T 8h Z - T sh T· ch Z) . 

In these formulae 

I 
mi, 

a =.---
2 ch2 T 
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If the above values found for the displacement functions are substituted into 
the basic equations of the theory of elasticity, it becomes evident that the 
functions satisfy those equations. 

With the displacement functions known, the stress formulae can also 
be easily determined: 

82 rt> 
a x = 2 Gal -- (ch T . sh Z Z ch T . ch Z - T sh T ' sh Z) + 

8 x 2 

? 
-=-chT'shZ, 
m 

a: = 2 Gal 1.2 rt> (- ch T . sh Z ..:... Z ch T . ch Z - T 8h T . sh Z) , 

'xv = 2 Ga l ---- ch T . shZ + 82 
([) (' m - 2 

'. 8x·8.. m 

Z ch T . ch Z - T sh T . sh Z) , 

8x 
(Z ch T . sh Z - T sh T . ch Z) . 

(21) 

Formulae of stresses ay and '0':' here not presented, can be produced from 
formulae ofax and ':x by substituting y for x, and .17 for y. 

Case II. In this case after calculations, similar to the above, the following 
formulae, similar to those of case L are obtained for the displacement functions: 

m-2 )' ---sh T· chZ -+- Zsh T'shZ - T ch T·chZ , 
m 

m-2 '} --- sh T . ch Z + Z sh T . sh Z - T ch T· ch Z , 
m 

(
2-2m ") C = all I.rt> .-"-;;;-sh T· shZ -+- Z sh T·chZ - T ch T·sh Z. 

In these formulae 
11l I. 

a[[=---

2 sh2 T 

(22) 

The above displacement functions satisfy the ba:,;ic equatiom of the theory of 
elasticity in every respect. 
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In pos;:;es;:;ion of the di;:;placement function;:; the ;:;tres;:; formulae can also 

be given: 

82 1'> 
a" = 2 Gall -- (sh T . ch Z + Z;:;h T·;:;h Z - T ch T· ch Z) + 
. 8 x 2 

') 

- ;:;h T· chZ, 
m 

a: =2G aIl }.21'> (-;:;hT.chZ+ZshT.;:;hZ-TchT.chZ), 

82 1'> I m 2 
Tx:v=2Ga ll 

\ shT·chZ+ 
8x·81' m 

- ZshT·shZ TchT.chZ). 

81'> 
T:x = 2 G a ll __ (Z sh T· chZ - T ch T . ;:;hZ). 

8x 

(23) 

Formulae of ay and TO': can now again be produced from tho;:;e ofax and T:x 

by interchanging the symbols of x and )". 

Case Ill. The formulae now valid can be produced, by using functions H 
under (13) in the ;:;ame wav as the formulae of ca;:;e I, from functions H "with 
symbol (ll). However, since functions H with symbol (13) are equal to the differ
ential quotient;:; of those under (ll) according to z, the formulae yalid for the 
present case can be more simply deduced from the formulae of case 1. by differ
entiating "\\ith respect to z. The displacement functions thus produced corre;:;pond 
in eyery respect to the ba;:;ic equations of the theory of elasticity. 

Case IV. The displacement functions sought for are deriyatives of those under 
n. "with respect to z. These displacement functions also sati;:;fy the ba;:;ic equations 
of the theory of elasticity in every re;:;pect. 

6. Plates not loaded on their faces 

It will now be inve;:;tigated how the functions F figuring in formulae (8) 
of the displacement functions are to be de;:;ignated, if the follo"\\ing is stipulated: 

a: (x,y, ± t) = 0, 

T:x (x, y, ± t) = 0 , 

T:~, (x,y, ± t) = O. 

This investigation leads to different results according to which one of the groups 
of functions (1l)-(14) is chosen for functions F. Accordingly, four cases are 

distinguished: 
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Case I.: If the group of formulae (11) is chosen for functionsH, then, according 

to (9), U:x (x, y, t) and u:y (x, y, : t) are equal beforehand to zero, and the 
formula of stress u: takes the followlng form 

To make also u: vanish on the plate faces, a triharmonic function has to be 

chosen for function PO" Then 

and the displacement functions (8) are 

I: 8 i' , 8 F 4 ( z3 S = - z, (2 m - 1) -- -:-
8x 8x 6 

8Fo ') 
I) = - ---- z (:.. m 

8)-

F ~ 
( 

_2 

4 2 2 

1) 8F4('~~ 
. 8y 6 

(24.) 

The follo'~ing stress system corresponds to the8e displacement functions 

(2m -1)----1--8
2 

F4 z3 t2~')z )], 
8 x 2 \ 6 

u: = 0 , (25) 

ex}, = 2 G [- (m 
82 F 

1) 
8x·8y 

8
2 

F 4 (" z3 t
2 

Z ,", (2 m-I) --, - .. -.- - -- , 
8x· 8y . 6 2 .. 

~.). 
2 

Case I!.: Let no·w the values included in group of formulae (12) be chosen for 

functions H. In this case, according to (9), U:x (x, y, : t) and uzy (x, y, t) 
are beforehand of zero value and the value of stre:;;s 
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To make also u: vanish on the face of the plate, it is necessary to choose a tri
harmonic function for Fo' Then 

and, accordingly, formulae (8) of the displacement function take the form 

o Fo 
;-==---

ox 

I) (26) 

The formulae of stresses. on the other hand, are the folio"wing: 

2G 
'" "' o x-

=2G oy" 
(27) 

02 
Tx)' == - 2. G ----"-. 

ox" 0.1' 

T:x = 0 . 

From the above formulae it appears that in the present case the stress 
and deformation states are two-dimemional. The function Fo figuring in the 
formulae is 2 G-times the Airy stress function. 

Case IIf.: No"w functions of formula group (13) are chosen for functions H. 
In this case U z (x, y, t) is equal beforehand to zero and the values of stresses 

cox and Toy are 

",_ ." ('8F4 .oF6 
Tzx(X,j, "') = 2 Gm ---H3 - 2--Hj " oy 8y 

3 0 Fs H- _ \ oy , ... ), 

To)' (x, y, z) = 2 GIn --H 3 - .;. -- H5 + 3 -- Hr -. t' 8F4 C) oFs oFs IT 

ox Ox ox 

To assure that Tox and Tzy vanish OIl faces of the plate it i", neceSSaIT that 

F 4 (x, y) = C = COIlst. In this case 

OF4 _ 8F4 -0', ------- . 
ox oy 

F6 = Fs = F IO = ... = 0, 
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and the displacement functions are of the follo\ving simple form: 

8 Fo 
; = - (m - 1) --- , 

8x 

) 
8 Fo 

1) = - (m - 1 --- , 
8v 

~ = CZ, 

and the stress formulae take the shape 

Ux = 2 G (m - 1) - C = 2 G (m - 1) ? - mc, [ 
82 ] I- 8

2 
] 

8 x 2 L 8 y-

v: = 0, 

82 
Txy = - 2 G (m - 1) ---=-. 

8x.8y 

T:x = O. 

(28) 

(29) 

It is evident that, in the case on hand, too, a plane stre"s "tate is dealt "\Vith. 

Case IV,: If functions figuring in group of formulae (14) are chosen for H 
function" stress v: (x, y, : t) beforehand become" of zero value, and the for
mulae of stres>'es Tox and T:y take the follo"\Ving form: 

T:x(X,),.., - ~ Gm ---H3 - 2 Ho T 3 H7 - ... , , _) _ ') ( 8 F4 8 I 8 ) 
. 8x 8x 8x 

) (
8F4 8Fs 

T:y (x, y, z = 2 Gm -- H3 - 2 ---- H5 
, 8y 8y 

8F . 
3-s- H7- ... ). 

8y . 

To make T:x and T:y equal to zero on faces of the plate it is necessary that 

F4 = C = const. 

In that case 

F 6 = F s = F 10 = ... = 0 , 
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so that the formulae of displacement functions: 

~ = _ (m - 1) 0 F2 Z, 

ox 

i) 
o 

- (m - 1) z, 
oy 

And the stress formula~ in turn 

ax =2G[(m-l) 02~2 -me]:;, 
oy-

02 F2 
'xy = - 2 G (m - 1) ---=-- ~. 

ox .. o .. y 
'zx = 0 .. 

Evidently, III this case, too, there subsists a plane stress state. 

7. Solution of the problem 

117 

(30) 

(31) 

In posession of formulae learned in Chapters 5 and 6 the problem can be 
solved in two steps. In the first step through use of formulae learned in Chapter 5, 
a system of displacements ~* ,'1*, ;-* is produced "which satisfies only initial 
conditions (1)-(3). In the second step this displacement system is completed 
1Vith the application of formulae presented in Chapter 6 by a displacement 
system ~* *, t)**, ;-* * which enables the united solution 

~ = ~* + ~**, 
1) = 1]* +'1** , 

;-_:1" 1 ;'-** 
~ - ~ T '=' 

to satisfy all other stipulations of the problem. 
Since initial edge conditions of the plate may be very variable, the deter

mination of the displacement system ~*, 1)*, '* alone 'viII be dealt 'vith here. 
This displacement system vvill also be composed of two parts. 
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First a displacement system ~(tl), I/a),~(a) IS sought to satisfy on plate 

faces the conditions 

Go (x,-,", t) = po, 

Tox (x, y, t) = 0 , 

Toy (x,)", t) = O. 

Go (x,)", - t) = qc, 

Tzx(.t:,y, - t) = 0, 

Toy (x,)', - t) = ° " 
Then this displacement system is completed by a displacement system 
.~(b) 1](b) ~ 5 .. (0) \v'"hich assures compliallce \v'ith the follo\villg conditions: 

Go (x,y, t) = 0, 

T:", (x, y, t) = Pc:' 

T:\, (x,y, t) = py. 

Go (x.y,-t)=O, 

T:x (x,.'"' t) = 'Ix' 

T:y (x,}'. -t) = qy, 

With knowledge of the two displacement systems 

rj* =r;(a) -:- 1/") . 
:* = ~(tl) -'- :( D) 

The displaceeent systems ~(">' ,/tl), :'(1) and ~(h) :;Ib) are deter-

mined according to the follo'\ing instructions: 
) D " .f'd' 1 "(a) la) ~(a) Tl' bl a eterm71latlOn DJ lSP acement s)'stem:; ,Jr , ~ " lIS pro em can 

be traced back to the problem treated in Chapter 5 if the loading systems 
p: (x, y) and qo (x, y) given are resolved into the t .. wo loading systems appropriate 
to cases I and II respectively, dealt with in Chapter 5. One loading i3Yi3tem 
(with symbol I) ii3 assumed to have at point (x, y, t) an intensity of rI (x. y) 
and at point (x, y, - t) an intensity of - rI (x. y). where 

Thus, the second (,\ith symbol IT) loading system's intensity. at points (;1;, y, t) 
and (x, y, - t) alike, 

rir (x. v) = ~ (7)_ -'- a-) , , .. 2 1 - , ~-

Of these two loading systems the first corresponds to case I and the second to 
case II, both presented in Chapter 4, 

To make possible the application of the formulae of Chapter 5 to the 
above loading systems, the afOl'e-written functions / (x, y) and rII (x, y) 
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are developed in series according to the eigenfunctions of the partial differential 
equation (15) provided these developments in series are pos:3ible, Thereby the 

series 

'"' ,,-, 
rl (x,y) = L rU"y) = """""'" clrrdx,y) , 

1>=1 

(32) 

r Il (x, y) = 2: r)} (.1',y) = 2: c)} Tt: (x<1') 

are obtained, Here (h (x, y), r2 (x, y), ' , , r" (x, y), , , , representthe normalized 
, f ' 1 '1] 'f f 1 I ll, elgen unctIOn;;; w II e t le meanIng 0 actors c" ant Cl< IS 

cL = J Tic (x,y) 'rl (,1',y) ,dA, 
lA; 

c)} = .I' ?Jk (x,y) 'rH (x,y) ,dA, 
IA J 

that iE to say, if A iE the area of the middle plane of the plate, \Vith the 
UEe of the dewlopment into :3eries (32) loading system I is re80h'ed into 
loading systems composed only of forces of direction ;:" whose inten:3ities 

,.' ) 1 I I I' ( ) at pOInts (;t:, y, t are rI, r2, '" r;" ",' anc at pOInts ,X, y, -t : 

rL -rJ, '" -ri, ... , while loading sY8tem II is resolved into compo
ncnts again only of direction z, whose intensitics at points (x, y, ..:.. t) are 

I I I 1 1I 
T 1, T2, '" r", '" . 

Having denoted the stresses generated by loading system::: ri. and rL1 bv 
b I I ~ I d fI Ii ' , I ~ 'd I ' 'd' ' 

sym 0 s Vx Ic, a","'",' an Vx ,,, Vy ,,,' , " respectIve y, an t le cOlTe5pon lng 
d ' I b· I ! '·1 d ,·lI 11 -,11 Id' h ' I lSP acenlents y 1;,,, 17b ~k an Sic ,Ilk, ~", et llS etermlnc t ell" \"a ues, 
\Ve start from formulae (20)- (23), Functions rp, figuring in the:3e formulae, 
and expediently denoted by rp1 in the fir'st case, and by rp11 in the second case 
are to be designated so that 

and 
V~, I{ (x, ,r-, - t) = ..:. r), , 

II ( .' t) _ ' II 
vO.1{ .1',),,- - Trl{ , 

Th' 'I' , 'I I' d 'h' f ' no'! d rill I IS stlpU atlOn IS eaSI y comp le WIt SInce unctIOn5 'J/I{ an 'PI: are pro-
portionate to stresse5 V~,,, (x, y, + t), and v~1 (x, y, + t), respecti\"ely, With 
kno'wledge of this a simple calculation may confirm that the follo;\ing are to be 
used for functions rpI and rpIl, In this case: 

3 Periodic a Polytechllica ~i I 2. 
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n,l' ) clc (1'1, 
'¥ i: (X, Y = ---._- c_'--. _____ _ 

2 G (,(1 i.~ (T - "h T . ch T) 

cP P (x, y) = __ . ____ -"-....:._ . ...:......-'C.: ______ ._ 

,oh T· ch T) 

By ;;;nb,.titulinf.( functions CPl:. and cp)} for cP figuring in fUrInulae (20) 

and (22), we obtain the di:3placement systems ~L '(IJ" ;l~ and .;:;/, i)J/, .:i/, 
respectiyely. Hereafter the sought dii'placementi' ';:(<I)i/<I), ;1<1) are calculated 

by formulae 

i/") = L (ilL 
1 

-la) 

" 

.. 11) '11,' , 

,c 1 I) 
~j.- • 

b) Determination of displacement system clo ) >/0) ·.(b) Thi" displace-

ment ;;)'Etem is determined by formulae of caEeE III and IV of Chapter;) ill the 
Eame 'way as the displacement l:'ystem .;:(n),l/a), ;(0) waE established ahoye. 

Therefore it is superfluous to deal ,\ith the problem here. 
Remark. The application to a specific problem of the afore-outlined 

principles will be demonstrated in a subsequent issue of this periodical. The 
problem to be treated there will give a compari:::on how far the re"ults of thc 
afore-outlined, more exact calculation" diyerge from results computed "ith 
the simplifying a:::Eumptions mentioned in the Introduction. 

Summary 

The Kirchhofftheory of plates of uniform thickness (slabs, discs) uses simplifying assump
tions, besides of the hypotheses of the classical theory of elasticity. Based on a system of solution 
of the basic equations elaborated by the author [3], this paper indicates a way by which the 
problem in question can be handled without those simplifying assumptions. 
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